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Introduction
Making A Difference to Volunteering
This tool kit has been designed by Havering Volunteer Centre and stems from the
Havering Volunteer Centre’s commitment to promoting excellence in volunteering and has
been developed to enable the LBH Volunteer Strategy.

This is a guide for anyone thinking about volunteering and starting their
journey in sourcing what to do next and for those organisations working with
volunteers in Havering.
This Tool Kit starts by providing a framework for organisations to start the
process of volunteer involvement, which will help to clarify your thinking and
planning in making the best use of volunteers to help the work of your
organisation/group.
Have you ever wondered how you might attract the right volunteers who will
make a real difference to the lives of the people you support or the aims of
your organisation or group?
Or, how you can retain volunteers to get on behind-the-scene with those extra
jobs, for example: like preparing newsletters, gardening or fundraising for a
special project?

If so, this toolkit will help you and is made just for you.
This toolkit does not “re-invent the wheel”. Instead it has been devised to
support you with a snap shot of a wide range of volunteer management
resources.
The Tool Kit complements existing resources by filling the gaps and answering
the most frequently asked for questions:
Where and how you can find just enough of the “right” volunteers.
What to consider when engaging people in vulnerable circumstances as
volunteers
How to go about measuring the impact and value of volunteering with the
resources that are available to you.
We hope this toolkit helps
organisation.
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you make volunteering a success in your
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Attracting and retaining volunteers can be a bit trickier than first thought, largely because
volunteering involves freedom of choice on the part of the volunteer. However, we will try
and guide you on how to attract and keep your volunteers.
People who feel empowered, rewarded and appreciated in their volunteer placement are
more likely to contribute to and continue in that role. Implementing a comprehensive and
successful volunteer program requires time, commitment and personnel, as well as an
understanding of why people volunteer.
A well-managed and designed volunteer program will acknowledge the reasons for
volunteering and strive to meet the needs of the volunteers by recognising their
contribution. Success in doing so will return many benefits, both to the volunteer and the
organisation they engage with.
It is important to recognise that while there are some general principles to follow, there is no
single ‘one size fits all’ formula for successful volunteer involvement – much depends on
the nature of your role, the opportunity on offer, commitment of time, skills analysis/
development and engagement with your organisation.
To help you manage your volunteers, we have developed a range of simple tools, step by
step guide and useful templates which will enable you in securing valuable volunteers.

How to use the toolkit:
This toolkit is exactly that, a selection of tools, you don’t use all the tools in your toolbox at
the same time and you won’t use all your tools on the one job, it’s a mechanism to enable
you to engage the right volunteer for your organisation:
a) Take your time!
b) Look at the checklists.
c) Decide which of these apply to your organisation/group (however, not all of them
will).
d) Note what the checklist indicates and what might be helpful for you.
e) Prioritise what is most important for your organisation.
f) Use the model policies and agreements to develop policies and procedures to
meet your own requirements.
g) look at the examples, decide which are correct for your organisation to support
your needs.
The selection included here are a starter set of ‘tools’. You may wish to modify and add to
these tools over time.
If you want to discuss your requirements contact:
Havering Volunteer Centre on 01708 922214 or
email: volunteering@haveringvc.org.uk
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Havering Volunteer Centre (HVC)
HVC are the primary focus for all volunteers’ and volunteering-involving
organisations needs and services within the London Borough of Havering.
We are a user-friendly organisation, bringing together expertise and
knowledge of voluntary action in Havering. HVC’s purpose is to advise and
support people willing to volunteer, promote volunteering and community
involvement, support and give advice to organisations to involve volunteers.

Havering Volunteer Centre holds the details of many local volunteering opportunities.
We provide both organisations/groups and residents volunteering opportunities
through our brokerage service.
We can provide:
 one to one sessions with an advisor
 information, support and guidance service
 referral and introduction process
 outreach sessions
 training sessions
 comprehensive follow-up service

HVC provide:










A free volunteering brokerage service, matching local people to volunteering
opportunities in volunteering involving organisations (VIOs);
Free advice, information and training to VIOs on implementing best practice in
volunteer management;
Assistance to VIOs to enable them to develop their volunteering programs and
opportunities;
Responses to national and local policy and campaigning on volunteering issues;
Marketing and promotion of volunteering in Havering;
Development of volunteering strategy in Havering;
Provide greater opportunity for volunteers to achieve their goals by increasing
the diverse and flexible range of volunteering roles on offer;
Assistance to organisations to increase the number of volunteers they engage
with and be able to retain them by enhancing their experiences;
Enhance the services provided by HVC and to work in partnership and
collaboration to further develop the range of services provided.
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The values that underpin the work of the HVC are:
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Volunteering is an important expression of citizenship
Volunteering makes a significant and unique contribution to the local economy
Volunteering is the commitment of time and energy for the benefit of society,
the community and the environment
Volunteering is freely undertaken, both formally and informally
Volunteers should not gain financially but may be reimbursed their
out-of-pocket expenses if requested
Volunteering is freely given but is not cost-to the VIO. Funding,
resources and support for volunteering are essential
Volunteering should be open to all, regardless of background, class,
employment status, race, nationality, colour, religion, ethnicity, age,
gender, marital/parental status, sexual orientation, disability or
immigration status;
HVC will strive to eliminate barriers to volunteering and enable people facing
disadvantage or discrimination the opportunity to volunteer
Volunteering is a not a one-way gift. It is a mutual exchange, where the
volunteer and the organisation/community both benefit
Volunteers should be valued and treated with fairness and respect. Their
contributions to organisations and communities should be widely
recognised
Volunteering can be a way to support people to gain skills, experience,
increase employability, to give something back to society and make friends
HVC have a responsibility to the Havering community to deliver relevant
services that are needed, appropriate and sustainable.
6
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Approximately 3,000 volunteers (these are the ones known to the
Volunteer Centre) Volunteer in Havering and currently gift a minimum of 4
hours each week volunteering which is a staggering 624,000 thousand
hours of their time to help make life in this Borough better.

Greater London Volunteering equates the contribution of each
volunteering hour as £13.00 per hour which amounts to £8,110,000
million in a cash value saving per year. The social value of these hours
is less measurable. Suffice to say Havering would be unrecognisable
without the work of volunteers.

(Statistics: from the Office of National Statistics and the Havering
household Survey).
(*wage average taken from www.ncvo.org.uk/policy-andresearch/volsector-workforce/ )

Havering Volunteer Centre does not select or interview volunteers. All
appointments are informal and are a chance for potential volunteers to get
a better idea about what voluntary work is available locally. Please note
that all information provided to Havering Volunteer Centre is kept
confidential.
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Havering Volunteer Managers Forum
(HVMF)

Havering Volunteer Centre hosts bi-monthly good practice sharing
and networking meetings. It is held at the centre and there is a
strong emphasis on peer support and learning from the collective
expertise in the room.

Each forum has a section dedicated to volunteering relating news,
local initiatives, policy updates and will also have workshops and
guest speakers on topics suggested by members.

It is a great place to meet other volunteer co-ordinators and
managers from the borough, share ideas and get support on issues
you are facing.

It is also a really good place to promote your organisation, discuss
new services your organisation is implementing, promote events
and fundraising days.

The forums are free and there is usually space for people to turn up
on the day, to find out about the next HVMF please contact
volunteering@haveringvc.org.uk

If you would like to be added to a mailing list to be kept up to date
with all the volunteer centre news and current issues facing the voluntary sector please contact volunteering@haveringvc.org.uk
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Volunteering

Volunteering should be providing ‘added value’ to organisations/groups. The fact that volunteers are not
paid does not make them free. Volunteers need to be recruited, interviewed, inducted, trained and
supervised. They need adequate management, use of the proper equipment where required and treated
as part of the staff or team. It is important not to view volunteers as an accessory, separate from the rest
of the organisation.

Do you need volunteers?
Ask yourself ‘How could involving volunteers contribute to improve organisational effectiveness and
sustainability?’
Develop some desired outcomes so you can shape the process and measure the impact of the volunteer
involvement you adopt.
Have a statement of its mission, vision and values on your volunteering opportunity, this shows the
potential volunteer your commitment. Make sure they are relevant and current to your needs.
Think through where you most want input or support – be realistic and honest about how much
involvement/influence volunteers can have.

Involving volunteers
Volunteering roles are to assist team members and not to replace paid staff or to support the aims of
the group.
Volunteers are very professional and have a varied skills set.
Engaging volunteers with the correct skills to enable your service delivery is essential in a successful
matching process.
Roles should not be too onerous but varied enough to make the role exciting and engaging; and fulfilling enough to keep the volunteer returning and engaging long term.
However, roles can also be flexible and offer short term placements, one offs and taster sessions.
Ways to make a volunteer feel more integrated:







Create a role description for them to follow
Hold a proper induction
Request feedback
Involve them in team briefings/meeting and encourage their contribution – after all they are a valued
member of the team
Recognition, say ‘thank you’
Remember when it’s their birthday, anniversary, holiday, children, pets or illness – remember to ask
them how things went/are going – this makes them feel valued.
9
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Getting everyone on board
Gain support and participation for the volunteering initiative from all organisational staff and personnel ensure they fully understand the volunteering role on
offer.
Put yourself in the volunteer’s shoes or ask what techniques and approaches
might help them in their role and to offer the kind of feedback you are looking
for – make the volunteering role fun and participative.
Give feedback to staff and volunteers. Champion the outcomes of volunteers
internally – demonstrate how they make a difference.
Overall, treat volunteers extremely well – as you would a new member of staff,
stakeholders or funder.

Micro-volunteering
Micro-volunteering can be described as: easy, no commitment, free to
participate, actions that can be completed in less than 30 minutes. They are
mostly online based but there are some which can be done offline. What if
you’re a non-profit organisation or a grassroots initiative wanting to tap into the
huge potential that the micro-volunteering market can offer? Would you know
how to set up a micro-volunteer action?
Things you'll need for micro-volunteering:
time
 resources
 internet
a micro volunteering action idea




For more information on this subject go to: www.knowhownonprofit.org/howto/how-to-set-up-a-microvolunteering-project

How to set up a Micro-volunteering project: www.helpfromhome.org/
microvolunteering-project.pdf
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Barriers to Volunteering
Why don't more people volunteer? What might put someone off from contacting an organisation or
why do some people seem to lose interest after making an initial enquiry?
If they do start volunteering, what makes them stop? Why do so many organisations work with
volunteers from very narrow sections of society? Often potential volunteers run into barriers which
can relate to their perceptions of volunteering or can be caused by a lack of information.
People might expect volunteering to be a time-consuming activity or worry that they lack the right
experience. They might worry that they cannot afford the travel costs or be concerned that
volunteering could affect their entitlement to social security benefits.
These are examples of perceived or practical barriers to volunteering. If your organisation wants
to attract and involve more volunteers from across the community, this section will help you to
spot potential barriers and find ways to work around them. Thinking about the benefits for
your organisation will help you to plan for greater diversity. This section also suggests how you
can support volunteers once they are with you, as well as ways of recognising and rewarding
their contribution to your organisation. What kinds of barriers might stop people from volunteering?

Perceived barriers - Time commitment
Some people expect volunteering to take up large chunks of time each week or think that
only retired people or part-time workers have time to volunteer.
Your organisation could estimate the likely weekly commitment and include this in publicity materials used to recruit volunteers or let people know that they need only volunteer for
an afternoon a week for example. However, you should be careful not to specify a minimum required time commitment as this could risk creating a contractual relationship. You
can phrase this to we would ask a minimum of a certain amount of hours each week/
month etc.
Organisations can think about designing different kinds of volunteering roles to suit different lifestyles. Depending on the tasks involved, you can also create taster days or one-off
volunteering days to get people involved.

Volunteering not valued
Volunteering may be seen as a one-sided activity for ‘do-gooders’. Unpaid work is sometimes
viewed as unskilled work or not worth doing if it isn't going to pay the bills. This is not true,
volunteers have many talents and skills some do not even recognise this in themselves until they
are given the opportunity to try.
Volunteering is a mutually beneficial activity so organisations can emphasise the satisfaction or
skills or new friends that a volunteer will gain. You could invite current volunteers to act as
advocates or champions at recruitment events or include stories about their experiences in your
publicity materials.
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Lack of skills
Volunteering can be a great way to learn new skills and build on existing ones, but
potential volunteers might worry that they lack the necessary skills from the start.
Organisations generally offer training to their volunteers, whether this is through a
formal course or just explaining tasks on a one-to-one basis. You can reassure
potential volunteers by giving a clear description of the tasks involved and by
mentioning training opportunities in your recruitment materials. Training should
however be related to the work the volunteers are doing and should not be given
as a perk.

Pigeon-holing of roles
People often expect to be offered traditional roles and can be put off by
this.
Do you automatically offer caring roles to women or practical roles to men without
being aware of it? Also, avoid pigeon-holing by background, for example by
always matching Asian volunteers to an Asian client group.
Be ready to create new challenges in your volunteering and take the time to chat
with new volunteers to find out what they are interested in. It’s also good to be
prepared to help a volunteer try out a few different roles if the first one doesn't suit
them.

Over-formality
Potential volunteers can be discouraged by formal recruitment procedures such
as completing a long registration form or attending an interview. These can be
daunting for people with learning needs or English as a second language. HVC
can assist volunteers with this to try and speed up the recruitment process. This
can be discussed and tailor made for each organisational need. If you want HVC
to assist in this please contact for more details.
Organisations sometimes forget to develop different recruitment procedures for
volunteers and staff. If you do use registration forms, only request information
which is necessary. For example, you might simply need to know that someone
meets a minimum age limit for insurance purposes, rather than asking their exact
date of birth.
You might even decide not to use registration forms and note down the important
details during an introductory chat with a new volunteer.
12
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Practical Barriers

Expenses.
Research shows that people on a low income are less likely to volunteer. This may be because
they cannot afford to be left out of pocket. If at all possible, all reasonable expenses should be
reimbursed. It is important to pay out-of-pocket expenses only, for which your volunteers
should give you receipts and bus/train tickets. Giving your volunteers flat rate expenses (e.g.:
giving volunteers a standard 2.50 for lunch) could be seen as income by the Job Centre and
HM Revenue and Customs. Remember that the cost of travelling and a meal eaten out is significant to someone on social security benefits or a low income. It is important to be flexible
when paying expenses and try to pay them in cash on a frequent basis.

Childcare or other caring responsibilities
Having children or dependants should not be a barrier to volunteering.
Think creatively about how to create other family-friendly opportunities. You could offer
volunteering opportunities with flexible hours or consider whether volunteering from home
would work.
Transport
Inaccessibility of transport can be a major barrier for potential volunteers.
People with disabilities or those living in rural areas can have particular
difficulties in arranging and paying for transport to and from their
voluntary activity.
Wherever possible reimburse travel costs such as bus/train fares.
Remember that people with disabilities may need extra notice about their
volunteering as it can take them time to organise transport in advance.

Top Tip
Volunteers can claim 41p a
mile for car usage
&
20p a mile for bike usage

Barriers affecting certain groups
Entitlement to benefits - People receiving benefits are often uncertain of the rules around
volunteering. It’s often important to reassure them that they can volunteer and help them to
understand the relevant rules.
Volunteering should not affect Jobseekers Allowance (JSA), Income Support, Incapacity Benefit or ESA. There are no restrictions on the amount of time people can volunteer.
People receiving Jobseekers Allowance should be aware that they have to remain both
available for and actively seeking work. This means that as an organisation you may have to
give your volunteers some flexibility to attend Jobcentre meetings or job interviews.
The benefits rules also state that volunteers receiving any of the benefits mentioned above
should tell their Jobcentre or social security office if they do any voluntary work. Your
organisation could provide a standard letter for volunteers to use when informing the Jobcentre
or social security office. A volunteer may need to give your organisations telephone phone to
the Jobcentre so that they are easily contactable for interviews. See page 20 & 21 for standard
letters for Jobcentres.
13
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People seeking asylum
Asylum seekers (people in the process of applying for refugee status) have been allowed to
volunteer since April 2000. This includes while they are appealing against a decision to refuse
them asylum. They are issued with document IS96, which states that they are not allowed to
take up paid or unpaid work. The Home Office have confirmed that this restriction does not
include volunteering.
Volunteering can provide a good opportunity to integrate into the local community and improve
their English language skills in particular.
See Asylum Seekers and Refugees section on Page 27 for more information.

Criminal records
Having a criminal record need not be a barrier to volunteering. Since one in five adult men have
a criminal conviction, it is important not to automatically exclude this significant group of
potential volunteers.
Only in special cases, such as care of vulnerable clients or handling large sums of money,
should relevant convictions be taken into account.
Depending on the volunteer role, an organisation should screen its potential volunteers through
a DBS Check. The need to screen will depend entirely on what the volunteer is doing and the
client group that they are working with.
If checks are required, it is fairest to let people know this from the outset. You should briefly
explain the process to a potential volunteer and make it clear that having a conviction does not
mean that they are automatically unsuitable.
It is also important to ensure that new volunteers are kept involved and informed while the
check is being processed. If it isn't appropriate to let them meet your client group, you might be
able to involve them in training courses or other activities. HVC will be happy to assist you with
any queries you have regarding volunteers with a DBS check that may have a criminal record
attached.

People with Disabilities
Twenty percent of the UK's population are registered as disabled, but only 6% of volunteers
have disabilities.
Potential disabled volunteers are often put off volunteering at an early stage by difficulties with
access or transport. Wherever possible, organisations should reimburse their volunteers
expenses and look into buying any specialist equipment required.
Organisations should always be open to adapting tasks for their volunteers and this might be
particularly important when working with disabled individuals. It may be helpful to give a
volunteer more breaks, or to look at dividing tasks so that different parts are completed by
different people.
The most important thing to take on board is to treat all volunteers as individuals. Don't second
guess a volunteers needs talk to them about any support they may need to enable them to
volunteer.
14

DBS – Disclosure and Barring Service
There is no legal requirement to DBS check all your volunteers.
You should base your decision to get a DBS check on either:


A thorough risk assessment of the role the volunteer will perform and the extent to
which this will bring them into contact with children or vulnerable adults.



If the voluntary work is to be carried out on someone else’s premises, for example a
school or care home, whether it is a requirement of that organisation for a check to
be done, in order to comply with the legislation that governs their business.

If you do need to organise a DBS check, the DBS will provide this free of charge for
volunteers. The DBS have licensed a number of ‘umbrella bodies’ to process checks. If
your organisation is not an umbrella body, you will have to approach one to carry out
checks on your behalf.
HVC are not currently offering volunteers DBS check however we hope to undertake
this task soon, watch this space!
Although the checks themselves are free, almost all umbrella bodies charge an
administrative fee; the amount charged varies between organisations.

Keeping disclosures
You can only keep the disclosure and/or the information on it for up to 6 months whilst
the application is in process. It must be securely destroyed after no longer required. You
can keep the disclosure's ID number as proof that a check was obtained and the date of
renewal.

How long do DBS checks last?
There is no official length of time that a DBS check is valid. In a sense they're only valid
on the day they're printed. Many organisations choose to re-check after a certain
period, often every two or three years. There is a universal checking service which
allows volunteers to have one DBS check for multiple agencies – there is a separate
additional fee for this service.

15
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Creating Volunteering Roles

Your recruitment methods are going to depend greatly on the roles you have to offer. Some roles will be
one-off volunteering, for others roles may have to be more targeted. However, you need to consider the
messages your organisation/groups sends out to both intended and unintended in its recruitment
material.
Volunteering is a two way relationship. The volunteer has to get something out of their time with you,
volunteering is in many ways a form of self-help and mutual aid.
If you want to recruit volunteers, it helps to have some idea of what motivates people to give up their
time:






To learn new skills
To meet new people

 To have fun
To get back into a work environment
To feel connected to their community

Sourcing Volunteers and Recruitment Methods
In practice, most services use a blend of recruitment methods. Are your current methods of volunteer
recruitment getting you the results you want? If not, you may find it helpful to consider some of the
following ideas:
Registering with: Havering Volunteer Centre www.haveringvc.org.uk and click on the link or search
Do-it.org and contact us via there
Word of Mouth
Current volunteers
People who use/have used the service
Using your local volunteer centre
Friends or relatives of people who use the service
Key stakeholders in the local community
 Students
 Businesses in the community that have an Employer Supported Volunteering agreement
 Leaflets & posters in local community buildings, shops and businesses
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Via Social Media
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Keep It Brief



Be too formal



Describe your organisation
and what you do





Describe the role and tasks,
especially what commitment
is desired

Use acronyms especially
ones that only individuals
who know your organisation
would understand



Assume people know your
organisation or what you do



Include unnecessary detail,
they’ll lose interest!



Forget to include how to respond



Disguise the commitment
required—be open about
your expectations







Be clear about any skills,
qualities and experience you
are looking for
Sound welcoming and upbeat and use words like
‘opportunity’ and ‘inspiring’
Get someone to proof read
it for you

Top Tip


Remember to smile from the fingers down when writing
your role description



NEVER USE THE WORDS ‘YOU WILL’ or ‘JOB TITLE’ or
‘WORK’

17
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Sample Volunteer Role Description

Volunteer Co-ordinator Role Description
Overall role and responsibility
(Organisation Name) require volunteers to (Organisation Needs) continue to be delivered on
a local level. This role has been designed to prioritise the recruitment, support and training of
new volunteers.
Specific responsibilities
1. Support (Organisation) to develop clear volunteer role descriptions, using the agreed
template
2. Maintain a list of volunteer roles and opportunities within your (Organisation)
3. Receive and respond to all enquiries from potential volunteers
4. Develop a relationship with local volunteer recruiting bodies e.g. Volunteer Centre, Student
Community Action etc.
5. When recruiting volunteers you should endeavour to match them to an appropriate role and
offer induction and training for that role
6. Offer ongoing advice and support to volunteers, signposting them to appropriate training and
mentoring
7. Promote and ensure compliance with (Organisation) Volunteer Policy
8. Celebrate volunteering by nominating volunteers for awards and organising celebration
events
9. Report any volunteering concerns or issues to the Development Manager
Keep confidential all personal records held on any potential volunteers.

Key contacts
You may also find it beneficial to link with other Volunteer Co-ordinators. You are also encouraged to seek support from Individuals Name) (Organisational Title) (Telephone & Email)

Recommended partner links
To assist in your role you are strongly advised to develop links with your local Volunteer Centre.
Follow the link below to identify your local Centre:
Havering Volunteer Centre
32-34 High Street, Romford , Essex, RM1 1HR
01708 922214

volunteering@haveringvc.org.uk
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www.haveringvc.org.uk
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Persistence and Patience When Recruiting Volunteers
Don’t Panic if you are just starting out and recruitment of volunteers appears to be taking a lot of
time and effort - It will be worth it!
Passionate advocacy may not always attract the volunteers that are so badly needed but
persistence and creativity will eventually pay off. Volunteering is deeply engrained in the British
psyche—one in seven of the population is already a volunteer so it is not a new idea. It’s worth
bearing in mind that asking a person who is a already volunteering may be more likely to result
in a new volunteer than finding someone who has not previously volunteered.

Think outside The Box When Recruiting Younger Volunteers
Young people seem to self-organise and follow their peers. They are not likely to walk into your
organisation and start volunteering. You’ll need to have a separate, non-traditional program to
find young volunteers and get them involved. Go where these young people are, their
extracurricular activities, sports activities, special interest groups.
Honour their interest in helping people or animals directly, and lighten up on the rules.
They may show up late, leave early and seem self-conscious. Whilst some older volunteers relish
the limelight, many younger people prefer to be anonymous or even help from a distance rather
than up close.
Show you understand their concerns and offer incentives that match. What keeps these young
people up at night is worrying about getting into college. If possible, offer volunteer opportunities
that could help with college admissions.

Make volunteering fun and social. Offer short volunteer opportunities that run the gamut from
lightly involved to more serious engagement.

References For Volunteers
Referencing volunteers is a really good idea. In the first instance, a simple letter from referees
(Two is usually the right number) will be enough but talking to referees by phone is also
advisable as this allows you to probe a little deeper and ask about the applicants ability to work
in a team, their flexibility and their ability to best represent the organisation’s cause as a new
volunteer.
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Recruitment, Induction and Supervision

Having put your recruitment campaign into full swing you need to be ready for enquiries. Have
information packs ready to send out. Include the role description, information about the work of
the organisation/group, your volunteer policy or a similar statement of principles around
volunteer involvement and an application form (if you choose to use one).
If you are going to use application forms, keep questions to a minimum and ask only those
questions that you really need to know answers to there and then. Other questions can be
asked as part of an informal interview. However be specific with your needs and requirements
this helps match the right volunteer into the right role.
Depending on the role, you may need to ask:


To provide references – usually the names of people who can comment about their
suitability for voluntary work.



Disclosure of any criminal records. This only occurs if the role requires working with children
or vulnerable people and, even then, only under certain circumstances.



Provide a valid driving license (if driving is required)
Interview
Most organisations will want to have an informal chat. This is for them to find out about the
volunteer and for the volunteer to find out about them. Some organisations may require the
volunteer to attend a more detailed interview, so they can place where skills, experience or
knowledge can be put to best use

Saying No
You can’t take on everyone who walks through the door. Some people will be clearly unsuited
to the role. If people want feedback as to why they were not selected, be honest but
constructive. It’s not helpful to them if you are untruthful, but at the same time there’s no point
sending them away totally discouraged.
If possible, suggest an alternative role or refer on to other organisations/groups or back to the
Havering Volunteer Centre. If would be helpful however if you let HVC know why you felt the
volunteer was not suitable as this will assist with future placements.
Induction
Induction aims to introduce new volunteers to the organisation and their role in it. All volunteers
need some form of introduction to your organisation/group, as well as the information to carry
out their role and make their first few days as a volunteer easier.
Make sure volunteers are properly introduced to other staff or committee members, where the
toilets are, where to make tea and coffee, where to find stationery, tools etc.
It is important to pace both yourself and the volunteer, don’t overwhelm new volunteers with
details on the first day. At the same time, you need to make sure that the relevant information
is covered. It is essential to run through Health & Safety procedures, fire exits, muster points
etc. This should be covered on your Induction Checklist and ticked off, kept on their file for
future reference.
20
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Personnel File
It’s advisable to keep a personnel file for all volunteers as you would any paid member of the
team. This ensures you have covered everything in your induction check list, it contains a
signed agreement, policies read and viewed plus training/support and supervision undertaken.
HVC also recommend a Next of Kin contact form in case of emergencies.

Support
Most people need support to give their best and a lack of support can be a significant barrier to
volunteering. Therefore it is especially important to get the right support in place before the
person begins volunteering.

Supervision
Regular supervision is an important part of managing any volunteering arrangement.
This can be done informally once a week to assess how the volunteering is managing or
through an informal/formal meeting once a month for half an hour (will differ).
This is an opportunity to develop the volunteer’s work skills, hear new ideas and check that
the volunteer is happy in the role they are doing and to recognise the volunteer. Ensure that
the volunteer feels that their input is valued and a chance to say ‘thank you’ for their
contribution.
As an organisation you should provide feedback. In order to fulfil their role, volunteers need to
understand what is working well and what, if anything, could be better.
It may be a good idea for the supervisor to give the volunteer a few questions before the
meeting, so that the volunteer has time to prepare. All supervision’s or informal chats should
be logged and a copy of the supervision notes should be made available to the volunteer, if
needed. This should be in an accessible format.
Arrange a quarterly/half yearly group supervision session where all volunteers can meet each
other and feel more integrated with the rest of the volunteering team. This offers peer support
and a sense of belonging.
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Whatever the size of your organisation, having the right trustees is critical because they
perform such an important role.
It can be challenging to recruit trustees but it can also be an exciting opportunity to bring
in new experiences, skills and ideas to your organisation.

Check Your Governing Documents
Plan Ahead


Team Work: are the current trustees
ready and willing to work together? Are
there any problems or issues that need
to be resolved before taking on new
board members?



Time: allow plenty of time! Recruiting
the right trustees can take several
weeks and sometimes months and is
not something you to rush. So if new
trustees need to be elected at the next
AGM, make sure that you start the
process well in advance.



Research: Check what procedures
and materials your organisation already has in place for recruiting trustees. Take a look at some of the resources available to groups on trustee
recruitment.



Planning: decide between you who
will be responsible for doing which
tasks. Agree a simple plan and
timeframe.
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This is the rulebook for how your
organisation is governed and is
sometimes also referred to as a
constitution, trust deed or
memorandum and articles of
association.



It may set out requirements such as
the maximum or minimum number of
trustees you can have on your board,
how and when they can be appointed ie by election or nomination and the
procedures for doing this.

Be Aware Of Who Can & Can’t Be A
Trustee


If you are a registered charity, there
are certain people who can’t act as
trustees for example, someone who is
an undischarged bankrupt or anyone
under 18 years old.



For more information on who is eligible
see The Charity Commission Guide
‘Finding New Trustees - What Charities
Need To know’ p12

23
Carry Out A Mini Skills Audit


Recruiting new trustees can be a great opportunity to introduce fresh
skills, experience and perspectives to your organisation. Work out what
skills, knowledge and experience you already have between you, where
there might be gaps and what you would like to bring into your
organisation to make it more effective. For example, do you need
campaigning skills to help you make your voice as an organisation
better heard?



If your organisation is beginning to grow, would someone with
management experience be useful? To help you assess which skills
and qualities you already have as a board and what you might want to
bring in, take a look at NCVO’s ‘Trustee Recruitment Tool kit’ and draw
up your own simple ‘Skills + Experience Table’ p14

Write A Role Description - It’s Worth Taking Time To Do This!
When recruiting for any new role, it’s helpful to take the time to think about and clearly define
what it will involve so that any potential applicants are clear right form the start what will be
expected of them and they can be sure that they have the relevant skills and experience. It will
also make it much easier for you to spot the right person when they apply.
Role Description: work together to decide on the key things - the tasks and responsibilities your trustee will need to do in their role. NOTE: there are certain legal responsibilities that
need to be included - for an example see NCVO’s ‘Trustee Recruitment Tool Kit’ p24. Think
about any skills, knowledge, experience and other qualities you are looking for in a trustee
Be Realistic: whilst it’s important to identify the key skills and experience that your organisation needs, it’s also important that the person you describe might actually exist! Unless there
are very specific skills you need, try to avoid creating enormous lists of formal qualifications.
Try to identify other experience and qualities such as personal experience, commitment and
willingness to learn new skills.
Publicise The Opportunity
Word of mouth is a simple and often effective
way of finding new trustees for your organisation
but it can also be quite restrictive. You want to
reach a much wider pool of talent and enable
your board to reflect the diversity of the
community you are working in.
You could use these resources to recruit
trustees:


Havering Volunteer Centre - Register with
HVC and they can advertise your roles



NCVO Trustee Bank –For NCVO members
only.
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Top Tip
Keep an eye out for Team London Skill
Up and Trustee Training - Some
training courses are free to attend
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Sample Trustee Role Description
The statutory duties of a trustee
 To ensure that the organisation complies with its governing document, charity law,
company law and any other relevant legislation or regulations


To ensure that the organisation pursues its objects as defined in its governing document

 To ensure the organisation uses its resources exclusively in pursuance of its objects: the
charity must not spend money on activities which are not included in its own objects, no
matter how worthwhile or charitable those activities are
 To contribute actively to the board of trustees' role in giving firm strategic direction to the
organisation, setting overall policy, defining goals and setting targets and evaluating performance against agreed targets


To safeguard the good name and values of the organisation.



To ensure the effective and efficient administration of the organisation



To ensure the financial stability of the organisation

 To protect and manage the property of the charity and to ensure the proper investment
of the charity's funds
If the charity employs staff, to appoint the chief executive officer and monitor his/her
performance
In addition to the above statutory duties, each trustee should use any specific skills,
knowledge or experience they have to help the board of trustees reach sound decisions.
This may involve:


Scrutinising board papers



Leading discussions



Focusing on key issues



Providing guidance on new initiatives

Trustee person specification
 Commitment to the organisation


Willingness to devote the necessary time and effort



Strategic vision



Good, independent judgement



Ability to think creatively



Willingness to speak their mind

 Understanding and acceptance of the legal duties, responsibilities and liabilities of
trusteeship


Ability to work effectively as a member of a team
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Data Protection Checklist
It is a requirement of the 1998 Data Protection Act that anyone storing personal data
(information that can identify a living person) must store that data in accordance with the
eight principles of Data Protection. Information about these principles can be found here;
http://www.ico.gov.uk/for_organisations/data_protection/the_guide.aspx
Not every organisation that holds personal data will require to register with the Information
Commissioner but all personal data must be stored in a confidential and secure manner.
To find out if you need to register go to the Information Commissioner’s website at
www.ico.gov.uk
Be aware that a number of unscrupulous organisations may contact you demanding large
payments to “register for Data Protection”.
If in doubt check the Information Commissioners website at www.ico.gov.uk
Helpline: 0303 123 1113 (local rate) Monday – Friday 9 -5pm.
Data Protection Laws will be changing as of 2018 see: http://www2.cipd.co.uk/pm/
peoplemanagement/b/weblog/archive/2017/03/27/get-ready-for-2018-s-changes-to-dataprotection-laws.aspx
It is obviously important to keep any personal information collected confidential and
secure. This information is only seen by personnel on a ‘Need to Know’ basis. Trustees
do not need to see volunteers personnel files just because they are a Trustee. It is
important to know when and how to share personal information and with who.
The following checklist can help you to develop policy which complies with
regulation:
Checklist

Do You
Have

Store only what is essential and accurate
information.
Secure storage for all confidential
information. Ie in a locked filing cabinet
Written permission to pass confidential
information about a volunteer on to other
people, within or out with the
organisation, must be obtained from the
volunteer.
Access to confidential information
restricted to those with a genuine need to
know.
Information you gather about an
individual that is no longer required
should be destroyed by shredding, e.g.
selection documents, DBS information.
Only obtain references for those
volunteers who you intend to accept as
volunteers.
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Tick
When In
Place
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This right, commonly referred to as subject access, is created by section 7 of the Data
Protection Act. It is most often used by individuals who want to see a copy of the information
an organisation holds about them. However, the right of access goes further than this and an
individual who makes a written request (there could be a possible fee incurred to the
Individual, Please see guidance listed below) is entitled to be:


told whether any personal data is being processed



given a description of the personal data, the reasons it is being processed, and whether it
will be given to any other organisations or people; given a copy of the information
comprising the data and given details of the source of the data (where this is available).

In most cases you must respond to a subject access request promptly and in any event
within 40 calendar days of receiving it. However, some types of personal data are exempt
from the right of subject access and so cannot be obtained by making a subject access
request. For more information, please see https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-dataprotection/exemptions/
For a subject access request to be valid, it should be made in writing. You should also note
a request sent by email or fax is as valid as one sent in hard copy.
An organisation receiving a subject access request may charge a fee for dealing with it,
except in certain circumstances relating to health records. If you choose to charge a fee, you
need not comply with the request until you have received the fee. The usual maximum fee
you can charge is £10. There are different fee arrangements for organisations that hold
credit, health or education records. Please see the subject access code of practice for more
information https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/2014223/subject-accesscode-of-practice.pdf
The Act allows you to confirm two things before you are obliged to respond to a request.
You can ask for enough information to judge whether the person making the request is the
individual to whom the personal data relates. This is to avoid personal data about one
individual being sent to another, accidentally or as a result of deception.
The key point is that you must be reasonable about what you ask for. You should not request
lots more information if the identity of the person making the request is obvious to you.
You are also entitled before responding to a subject access request to ask for information
that you reasonably need to find the personal data covered by the request. Again, you need
not comply with the subject access request until you have received this information. In some
cases, personal data may be difficult to retrieve and collate. However, it is not acceptable for
you to delay responding to a subject access request unless you reasonably require more
information to help you find the data in question.
Please see https://ico.org.uk/media/for-organisations/documents/1599/subject-accesschecklist.pdf for how to handle a subject access request.
26
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Can Volunteering Lead To Paid Employment?
Can volunteering lead to paid employment? The simple answer is yes but it’s not a quick
fix!
Sometimes people who are unemployed can think that after volunteering for a short period
of time they will get into paid employment, either at the organisation where they volunteer
or elsewhere, but this rarely happens. This expectation can lead to frustration and
disappointment.
To get the most out of volunteering it helps to have realistic expectations. Volunteering can
genuinely improve employment prospects but it can take longer than sometimes expected,
especially in today’s economic climate.
Here’s What We Say To Clients That Are Unemployed
Volunteering can really help you to get a job—but not always as quickly as you’d like.
If you take on a volunteer role and are committed, you will get huge benefits.
For example you can:


Keep your skills fresh



Get new skills and experience



Increase your confidence levels



Obtain a point of contact for future references



Socialise and meet new people

The experience you gain through volunteering will really help you when you come to
complete job applications and do interviews. Of course you will still have to apply and
compete for any job.
You may or may not get the first job you apply for but you will be on the road to getting paid
work.
Something To Think About
In a government poll of people in employment 41% reported that
volunteering helped them get into paid employment.
Volunteering is a unique opportunity to try out different work-based roles, have regular,
hands-on experience, receive training and support and get a reference.
88% of people out of work and looking for a job said that they believed volunteering has a
positive effect on job prospects.
27

Volunteering and State Benefits
Volunteering does not affect an individuals’ entitlement to benefits.
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Unfortunately,

benefits advisors are not always aware of this.
Informing Benefits Advisers of Volunteering
It is compulsory for volunteers to tell benefits advisors if they are volunteering. As volunteer
managers it is good practice to ensure existing and potential volunteers are aware of this rule.
However if the volunteer decides not to disclose this information, the organisation should not
force the issue. Because of negative attitudes and lack of information on the part of advisers,
many people feel more comfortable keeping their volunteering secret.
As an organisation you have no duty to inform the benefits office of who is volunteering for you,
so leave it up to the individual volunteer to decide.
You can support volunteers who are on benefits by providing a standard letter that they can
send to the benefits office. The letter should state that the volunteer:


Does not get paid, only reimbursed actual out-of-pocket expenses.



Can be contacted whilst volunteering with you if a job opportunity becomes available.



Can be available within 1 week to start work and can attend an interview with 48 hour’s
notice.



Standard letter templates for JSA Benefit claimants
Standard letter for volunteers claiming JSA
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you regarding (volunteers name) who is currently a volunteer with
(organisation name). I would like to reassure you that this does not affect (volunteers
name) benefit claim, as he/she is available to attend a job interview at 48 hours notice
and can start a new job at one weeks notice.
Our volunteers are unpaid. We reimburse out of pocket expenses in line with the Department of Work and Pensions guidelines.
Although there is no upper limit on the number of hours a claimant can volunteer for
each week. (Volunteers name) understands that he/she still needs to actively look for
paid work as agreed with his/her personal adviser at JobCentre Plus.
If a job vacancy becomes available whilst (volunteer names) is volunteering, then he/
she can be contacted on (telephone number). If he/she is not available, a message
will be passed on by a member of staff as soon as possible.
Yours faithfully,
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Standard letter templates for Incapacity Benefit claimants

Standard letter for volunteers claiming incapacity benefit
Dear Sir/Madam,
I am writing to you regarding (volunteers name) who is currently a volunteer with
(organisation name). I would like to reassure you that this does not affect (volunteer’s
name) incapacity benefit claim.
In Chapter IV of the Social Security (incapacity for work) Regulations 1995 voluntary
work is exempt under regulations 17 (1) (b). In addition there is no upper limit on the
number of hours a claimant can volunteer for each week, as stated in DWP publications WK1.
The nature of voluntary work differs from that of paid work in that volunteers give their
time voluntarily, rather than for payment. Volunteers are only reimbursed for out of
pocket expenses that they incur whilst volunteering.
As a volunteer (volunteers name) undertakes a variety of tasks, including (give brief
description of tasks).
Volunteering is flexible and (organisations name) aims to accommodate (volunteer’s
name) by meeting his/her individual needs. For instance, (volunteer’s name) can
leave early and is not requested to attend when his/her condition makes volunteering
difficult.
Yours faithfully,

Further information is available from JobCentre plus (WK4 booklet)
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/ncvo-volunteering/volunteering-and-benefits
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Volunteering Expenses
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Although not necessarily applicable to the practice of volunteering in all cultures, reimbursing expenses can
enable those on lower incomes to be involved in volunteering.
To this extent the reimbursement of expenses is an equal opportunities issue.
This is why it is very important to budget properly for volunteers and include costs such as expenses in funding
applications.

Travelling to the place of volunteering and paying for food (if the volunteer volunteers for longer than 5 hours),
any special clothing or equipment, childcare costs etc. can claim a significant percentage of income for those on
benefits or low wages.

To ensure that your volunteer opportunities are accessible to a broad range of people, you will need to build
volunteer expenses into any funding application.

Systems for reimbursing should be individually tailored to each organisation’s accounting procedures; however
there are some general guidelines:


Reimbursement should be offered before being asked for and paid promptly in cash.



Have a clear procedure for claiming expenses.

Agreement should be reached beforehand on what

expenses will be reimbursed and this should be detailed in your expenses policy.


A system utilising receipts wherever possible can be useful when balancing petty cash.



If reimbursement for out of pocket expenses is part of an organisation’s common practice, it should be
mandatory for all volunteers – otherwise a situation is created where a wealthier volunteer will not claim
expenses and thus leaves those on lower incomes feeling stigmatised.



It is also helpful if all volunteers claim expenses when monitoring the cost of involving volunteers and the
impact this has on future grant applications.

The Inland Revenue sets rates for the tax free reimbursement of travel expenses for those using private
transport
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Sample Volunteer Expense Claim
Form
Please refer to the guidance
notes before submitting this
form

Organisational Name

This form must be signed by claimant

& returned to (Name of Authorising
agent) line manager for
countersigning

Part A - All Claims
NAME:

DATE:

All receipts must be attached. Please mark all receipts with the corresponding
Ref number indicated below.

Part B
Ref:

Expenses details:
Date: Incurred

Amount

ie: travel from to or car parking

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Please note expenses over two months old without due reason may not be paid
Number of receipts

Total claimed

£

I certify that the amount claimed is in accordance's with (Organisation Name) expenses policy
Signature of claimant:
Date:
Authorising signature:
Authorising by:

Date:
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Continued:
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Part C
Payment Details:

*Claim Number:

*account management field only

Payment received date:
By signing below you agreed the expenses detailed in part B are fully executed
Claimant signature:

Expense Claims
Most Charities strongly encourage their volunteers to claim out of pocket expenses that
arise from their work for the Charity. There are three reasons for this:
To ensure that everyone who needs to make an expenses claim is free to do so in order to
undertake their role
For greater transparency in accounting so that the true costs of running the organisation
are clear and the donations are also visible.
If volunteers chose to donate their expenses back to the charity then the charity can claim
back an additional 25% from the Inland Revenue.

General Guidance Notes

Please sign this form and Return it completed to (Named Individual) / Line Manager for
authorising
All forms should be supported by receipts, oyster card printouts or car park stubs
For Travel claims, please use the method of transport which is most economic for the
Meeting. In most cases, for journeys greater than 60 miles this will be public transport.
40p per mile can be claimed for travel by car please use post codes from point A to Point
B.
Notes on completing Claim Form:
Receipt Reference: The receipt reference is to be marked on the corresponding receipt.
Date: The date on which the expenditure was incurred
Purpose: Type of expenditure involved, a general description of activity (travel, photocopying, postage, printing etc).
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Employer Supported Volunteering
Employee
Supported Volunteering (ESV) not only benefits
the employees who volunteer and the organisation they volunteer for, it also benefits the employer.
If you are an employer why should you support
your staff to volunteer?
Your employees will develop skills, leadership,
boost morale and your reputation will be enhanced within local communities.

Encouraging employees to volunteer can be
good for the individual, the community and
business.
Employee community involvement
generates morale, motivation, commitment and performance.
Employee volunteering is recognised within
the civil service and local authorities as
playing a very positive role.
Employee volunteering can help improve
the way government works by enabling civil
servants to engage with and understand the
needs of the public better and improve the
“We have thoroughly enjoyed our time volunteering at the Secret Blind Garden. We have
taken pleasure in seeing this garden transform
in to a beautiful place to visit for the community. The whole team have had a new motivational boost and friendships have been formed. A
happy team is a happy work place.” Gary Walters - Network Rail
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Organisations and companies that
have employee volunteering programmes have found that:
 employees are proud to work for
them
 employees gain new skills and
motivation
 reputation is enhanced
 partners want to work with them
 investors want to invest in them
Employee volunteering can also
bring:
 greater understanding and respect
between co-workers
 realisation of personal capability
creative approaches to problemsolving.
“Now that the administrator has
worked side by side with the
team manager she feels much
more confident in approaching
him at work”.
Civil servant (Department of
Business, Innovation & Skills)
volunteer.
“Volunteering was a fantastically
motivational experience which
enhanced a team spirit at work”.
Civil servant (Department of Business, Innovation & Skills) volunteer.

Why work with employee
volunteers if you're a
volunteer - Involving
organisation?
Because you will have teams
of people willing to carry out
major tasks and individual employee volunteers may be
able to bring high-level skills
and experience to help your
organisation develop.
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Set up your own Employee Supported
Volunteering
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This step-by-step guide is for employers who wish to set up an employee volunteering
programme without using a broker. The guide is also a useful checklist for community
groups and charities who wish to contact employers directly.
1. Allow enough time!



Allow enough time to think everything through and do
any research.
 You may require agreement within your organisation or
company before you can go ahead. This may also take
time.
Community groups and charities cannot always respond
immediately – many are very overstretched, so any volunteering is best planned at least a couple of months in advance. Contact Havering Volunteer Centre and we can
guide and support you
volunteering@haveringvc.org.uk

2. What do you want to get out of your employee volunteering programme?



To improve staff skills and leadership? Longer
term skills-based volunteering will work best, where volunteering is tailored to an individual employee’s specific
skills and is developmental (for example being a trustee
for a charity).
Improved team working and staff morale?
A team project or one-off team challenge day will
work best. Team projects involve longer planning
and organisation (for example planning and delivering a major fundraising activity for an organisation). One-off team challenges take place within
one day (for example painting a room or tidying up
a community garden).
Enhanced reputation?
Consider the ideals that are important to your organisation, including what ideals would be important to your customers or service users, and
identify the types of organisations that further
these ideals.

3. What can you offer?



Identify what skills and experience your employees
can offer to a charity or local group.
 Confirm how much time they will have available (time
to do a one-off day or time to do more regular volunteering
and if so how regular/how much time?)

4. What type of volunteering roles are you looking
for?
Different volunteer roles develop different skills and experience. It can be helpful to think about what your employees or colleagues would most benefit from, or have most
interest in, before identifying partner organisations.
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5. Which community group or charity?
You can also look at HVCs Do-it.org link on our web site
www.haveringvc.org.uk Make a short list of potential
partners.

6. Making the match
Contact all of your short list to gauge levels of interest and to
make the best match. The main question to have in your
mind is: will this employee volunteering initiative benefit everyone involved?
Not all community groups and charities have a Volunteer
Coordinator and even where there is a Coordinator, this person often works part time and will be pressed, so do not lose
heart if they don’t get back to you immediately. Persist! And remember: some groups and charities will be familiar with employee volunteering, others will not be, so you
may need to explain what it is. HVC will assist you every
step of the way to help you make your selection.
7. Making the arrangements
Once the match is made, clarify:
 Realistic timescales.
 Who will be responsible for any expenses arising from
the volunteering, including who will supply any necessary
equipment (e.g. tools/paint/plants) for team challenge events
– very often the employer organisation takes on these costs.
 Who will take responsibility for health & safety and insurance of employees whilst they are volunteering.
 How often your staff will volunteer and for how long on
each occasion.
 How will your employees’ volunteering efforts be recorded (e.g. on a timesheet signed by the Volunteer Coordinator
and handed to your HR department).
Keep in close communication with your volunteer-involving
partner organisation before, during, and after the volunteering takes place. This ensures that everything runs smoothly
and could pave the way for a valuable, long-lasting relationship between the two organisations

8. Celebrating the results
Documenting your employee volunteering programme will
help you make sure you get what you set out to gain. You
can do this through:
 Personal development plans for the staff who are volunteering to develop new skills
 Photographs for record keeping and external publicity
 Congratulatory notices within internal newsletters/
intranet noticeboards to boost team morale!
Volunteering England has further excellent advice and resources on employee volunteering - see their website for
more information.
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Your Organisation and Policies
Policies help to make sure that everyone is treated consistently.
They are a reference point for both staff and volunteers. Don’t think
of them as legal documents covering every eventuality but as
guidelines, setting out the values underlying your use of volunteers.
Make policies work for you
Volunteer groups and organisations of any size can benefit from
writing down their policies and procedures. Such documents do not
need to be long or cover every aspect of what you do. Think about
key issues:
• your overall approach to the issue
• who the issue affects
• who is responsible for dealing with it
• what processes should be followed
Write it down in simple language; make sure everyone involved
understands the policies you have in place.
Beware of leaving policies and procedures to languish in your files –
if they are not being used, they are probably not useful.
Conduct regular reviews with input from the people they most affect
to ensure your policies and procedures hit the mark.
You should also make policies and procedures generally available
to stakeholders – volunteers, staff and even clients where
appropriate. By highlighting your policies you not only remind
stakeholders of their contents but reassure people that the
organisation has thought through its response to issues that affect
them and the work they do.
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See our Sample policies:



Volunteer Agreement



Data Protection Act Agreement



Confidentiality Agreement



Emergency Contact Form



Media Permission



Complaints Procedure



Volunteer Policy



Whistleblowing Policy



Health & Safety Policy

(These to be added as links to website)
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Volunteering and Insurance
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All volunteer-involving organisations should have an insurance policy that covers volunteers.
Volunteer insurance is often a worry for people new to volunteering, but it isn’t really a difficult
issue. Volunteers can be covered either under the organisations employer’s liability or public
liability cover, depending on the type of work involved.

The organisation may need

professional indemnity insurance as well.
Policies should explicitly mention volunteers because they may not automatically be covered.
Insurance companies should also be aware of the types of work that volunteers are doing,
because if the tasks are high-risk then the insurance policies may have to be changed to
accommodate these risks.
It is important to remember your insurance must cover your Board of Trustees as they are
volunteers too!
Employer’s Liability Insurance
Covers paid employees in the event of accident, disease or injury caused or made worse as a
result of work or of employer’s negligence. This insurance does not automatically cover volunteers. There is no obligation to extend the policy to cover volunteers, but it is good practice to
do so. The policy must explicitly mention volunteers if they are to be covered by it.

Public Liability Insurance
This should always explicitly mention volunteers. Also known as third party insurance, it protects the organisation for claims by members of the public for death, illness, loss, injury, or accident caused by the negligence of the organisation. Public liability insurance generally covers
anybody other than employees who come into contact with the organisation. This should include volunteers, covering them against loss or injury caused by negligence of the organisation
if they are not covered under the employer’s liability insurance. It also protects for loss or damage to property caused through the negligence of someone acting with the authority of the organisation, which would include the actions of volunteers. Public liability cover should clearly
cover loss or injury caused by volunteers. In some cases a volunteer could be sued as an individual for damage caused to a third party, so the organisation’s public liability insurance should
indemnify them against this.
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Professional Liability
Professional liability, professional indemnity errors and omissions or malpractice insurance covers the organisation for claims arising from loss or injury caused by services
provided negligently or without reasonable care. Such loss might arise, for example,
from incorrect care or inaccurate advice. An organisation can be sued for claims arising
from incorrect advice or information even if it is given free or via a telephone helpline.
Professional liability insurance should also cover defamation, inadvertent breach of copyright, confidentiality and loss of documents.
Source: Volunteering England

Volunteer drivers
If you are providing the vehicles then you should arrange cover.
Volunteers using their own vehicles should inform their insurers that they are using their
car for this purpose. This should not incur any extra premium, as the insurance
company should regard the volunteering as social rather than business use.
You may need to write to the Insurance agency and state they are volunteering, this will
prevent them incurring unnecessary costs that the insurance company does not need to
add.
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Refugees and Asylum Seekers
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Since April 2000, asylum seekers (people in the process of applying for refugee status) have been able to volunteer. This includes whilst they are
appealing against a decision to refuse them asylum and those whose
application has been turned down, but are registered with the International Organisation for Migration (IOM) for return to their home country
when practical.
Asylum seekers do receive a document saying that they
must not engage in paid or unpaid work but this does not include genuine
voluntary work. Home Office guidance states that care should be taken to
ensure that activity undertaken by an Asylum Seeker is for a not-for-profit
organisation and does not amount to either employment or job substitution. It confirms that Asylum Seekers are entitled to receive out of pocket
expenses just like other volunteers.

People from overseas
People from European Union member countries are fully entitled to volunteering in the UK. (This also applies to countries in the European Economic
Area – EEA). People from outside the EEA who have a visa to work or study
in the UK may volunteer as long as they are still undertaking the activity that
is stated on their visa and as long as their visa allows them to undertake
‘unpaid work’ or volunteering. Note that 'Visitor Visas' do not allow their
holders to volunteer. If a person volunteers on a visa that does not allow
this activity they could in theory be deported. At best, if the authorities find
out, they would face severe problems seeking a visa in the future. It is also
possible to get a visa to come to the UK specifically to volunteer, but this
must be arranged in advance and certain restrictions apply. Previously
known as a Volunteer visa, this is now confusingly described as the 'Charity
Worker' subcategory of Temporary Worker status. Further information UK
Border Agency, The Home Office department responsible for border control
and immigration issues. www.ukba.homeoffice.gov.uk
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Why involve a broader range of volunteers?
Although the answer may seem straightforward, there are many
advantages to involving a diverse range of volunteers. Considering
more of the benefits might help your organisation to identify some of its
hidden barriers.
Firstly, organisations can always benefit from fresh approaches, so
involving people with a broader range of backgrounds and experiences
can help you to plan new projects and reinvigorate long-running ones.
Secondly, incorporating a wider range of ideas might help your
organisation to improve its service and work more efficiently to fulfil its
aims, whether these are fundraising, tree-planting or counselling.
Thirdly, reflecting the local community can boost an organisation
credibility and improve its ability to focus on local needs. This could help
you to develop new ideas or to meet specific funding criteria.
Fourthly, volunteering should offer everyone a fair chance to contribute
and avoid excluding people through labelling, for example a client or a
service user. Volunteering is mutually beneficial for both sides, so
anyone should be able to participate as a volunteer.
Fifthly, as an organisation becomes more representative of the
community it works in, the more welcoming it becomes.
You can benefit from a snowball effect as your organisation diversifies
and is accessible to new clients, customers and staff and a greater pool
of potential volunteers.
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Protection of Vulnerable Groups Guidelines
Many adults who use care services, or have experience of
living in vulnerable circumstances, are uniquely placed to
undertake certain volunteer roles due to their experience of
disability, disadvantage and/or using services. They bring a
level of insight which can only be gained through lived
experience.
However, they can be socially excluded and seen as the ‘recipients’ of help rather than citizens who
can make positive contributions. By opening volunteer opportunities up to potentially marginalised
groups, you tap into their experience to the benefit of your organisation and the people it supports;
you turn volunteering in your service into a force for inclusion. Volunteering offers people a valued role
and can lead to the development of friendships, skills, and confidence while they enjoy themselves.
Before engaging vulnerable adults as volunteers in your service, secure organisational support for
your plans. This will provide you with the authority you need to proceed, helping you run a successful
volunteer programme which also fits with wider organisational objectives.

Working with vulnerable clients
If your organisation is working with “Vulnerable Groups” (children or protected adults) having a policy
(and implementing it) will help you ensure the safety of everyone who uses the services of your group
and the volunteers and staff you use to deliver these services.
Organisations are justifiably concerned about involving volunteers to work with vulnerable clients.
Client safety is going to be uppermost in the minds of anyone working in this field.
Greater than normal care should be taken with selection.
To ensure good practice:







carry out the appropriate checks ie: DBS, two references
interview, application form or informal chat either or should be undertaken
Avoid situations where volunteers could abuse their trust – emphasise confidentiality
Ensure adequate training and supervision is in place
Ensure that there are clear lines of communication
Appropriate policies and procedures are in place

Children, Young People and Vulnerable Adults
You have a duty of care towards your clients. This duty is enhanced if they are less able to protect themselves. As with Health and Safety issues a risk assessment can help highlight areas
where you should take steps to reduce risk. Each situation is different, but this section describes
typical measures to consider.
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A child protection/vulnerable adult/safeguarding policy
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Your policy should of course include volunteers. Make volunteers aware of it from recruitment onwards.
Discuss it with them at induction and satisfy yourself that they understand it and especially know what to
do if they have any concerns.
Organisational responsibility
Someone in the organisation should have overall responsibility on safeguarding issues to ensure that there
is co-ordination on measures taken to increase protection. This should be reflected by reporting structures
within the organisation.
Giving off the right message
One of the strongest safeguards you can put in place is to send out the clear message that your organisation takes the protection of its clients seriously. People with bad intentions will be looking for institutions
that appear lax. Make sure that everyone associated with the organisation knows how much you priorities these issues – it should, for example, be referred to in recruitment material that potential volunteers
receive.
Training and induction
As well as covering child protection/vulnerable adult awareness issues, use training and induction to increase general awareness of your client group. People can do damage without having bad intentions
simply through a lack of understanding.
Explaining boundaries and appropriate behaviour is of course very important where volunteers will be
working directly with vulnerable people.
Design of the activity
A risk assessment may help you shape activities to reduce risk. For example, if an activity can be satisfactorily carried out in a group rather than having volunteers on their own with vulnerable people.
Pairing volunteers up is another way of avoiding volunteers being in sole charge of a child or vulnerable
adult. However, care should be undertaken in this pairing and safeguarding should always be highlighted.
Communication and monitoring
Communication is vital. Volunteers should feel able to raise any issues or concerns, the same applies to
anyone involved with the volunteers and/or the clients. There should be contact with clients and/or their
guardians to ensure that they are happy with the volunteering relationship.
Reporting procedures should be clear and transparent.
DBS checks
These checks are a safeguard, but do not rely on them to exclusion of other steps. They can only show
where someone has been caught before. They also do not reveal anything that has come up since the
check was made.
If you have access to such checks, your duty of care suggests you should carry them out. Some organisations are under a legal obligation to do so. These include childcare organisations (organisations working with children whilst regulated under statute) and those regulated by the Healthcare Commission or
the Commission for Social Care Inspection.
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Legal Issues affecting Volunteering

The law doesn’t have a say about volunteering. This is because volunteering is a concept that has never been properly legally defined. The only rights
volunteers have are the rights they have as ordinary citizens. These include
data protection, health and safety, the duty of care.
The duty of care
Organisations/groups have a duty of care to avoid carelessly causing harm
to their volunteers. This means that organisations/groups should be able to
show that they have taken steps to lower the risk of harm coming to their
volunteers (organisational policies and procedures will apply here).
Risk assessments and taking reasonable steps to lessen possibility of harm
should be in place and extra supervision or training should be applied when
needed.
Volunteer Role Risk Assessments
The purpose of the risk assessments is to:





Identify the level of risk to a volunteer;
Make recommendations that should be made to lessen the risk;
Identify the level of risk to the organisation;
Identify the member of staff responsible for overseeing the risk to the
volunteer.
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Grievance, Complaints and
Disciplinary

These areas should be covered in your organisations/groups
volunteer policy and the procedures. A copy of the volunteer policy
should be in the Induction Pack and procedures explained during
the volunteer’s induction.

Who can I complain to?
All complaints should be made to the Senior Management or the
Volunteer Manager. If you are not satisfied with your treatment
after this meeting, you will need to write to the Board of Trustees
outlining your complaints. You should receive a response within
7-10 days. If you do not hear from the organisation you can make
a complaint to:
The Charity Commission
charity

https://www.gov.uk/complain-about-

You can also visit NCVO website to ascertain more information
about complaints and the processes.
https://www.ncvo.org.uk/about-us/our-governance/2-content/428complaints-procedure
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Measuring the value of volunteering45
Many services and organisations find it helpful to put a
financial value on the time contributed by volunteers.
Total volunteer investment
You will need to begin by adding up all the costs associated
with having volunteers.
Use figures for a year, either from your budget or last
year’s accounts. Estimate the cost if the actual figure is not
available.
The self-help guide gives you a list of expenditure to include.
Total volunteer value
VIVA analyses the work undertaken by volunteers and for how long, matches it to
equivalent paid work and applies a market rate.
For national rates of earnings, see www.ons.gov.org.uk and search for “gross weekly
earnings by
occupation”. This is updated every 3 months. Alternatively you could use
your organisation’s pay scales.
For people who volunteer less than once per week it may be easier to estimate their
annual hours and use this figure.
Do not add in money which has been fundraised by volunteers. The sole purpose of
VIVA is to calculate the economic value of the time volunteers have contributed.
Greater London Volunteering and NCVO will advise on how to calculate this.
A much simpler method is to total all the volunteer hours that have been contributed in a year
and multiply this by the national minimum wage.
This gives a lower and less accurate figure, but
gives you absolute assurance that you are not
overstating the financial value of volunteering in
your service.

Top Tip
Greater London Volunteering
measures economic value of
volunteer hours at £13 per hour

Overheads
Once you have calculated the total annual volunteer value,
you can add an additional percentage to cover what you
would have spent on overheads (i.e. National Insurance,
annual leave, sick pay, etc) if these people had been paid
staff rather than volunteers. Your organisation may have a
standard figure you can use. If not, a very conservative
figure would be to add 20%
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Measuring the impact of volunteering46
Organisations embark on volunteering projects because they want to make a
positive difference to the people they support. Measuring the impact that volunteering makes helps:






Demonstrate what has changed as a result of the involvement of volunteers.
Understand what has worked well.
Identify areas for improvement in the volunteer programme.
Provide feedback to volunteers on the difference their contribution has
made.
Provide evidence for funders on the added value that volunteers bring.

Impact
It is perhaps most useful to think of impact as the change that happens as a result of an activity or project.
This will be different for different groups of people depending on their involvement with the project.
Measuring impact can tell you whether changes have been positive or negative, and how much change has taken
place.
Example:

Inputs

Outputs

Outcomes

Impact

Not everyone defines “impact” in the same way. Some organisations use it to describe the outputs and outcomes
from volunteering. However, the Charities Evaluation Service defines it as something which is longer term and
broader than outcomes. Therefore you need to understand what your audience means by the term “impact”.
There is no right and wrong answer, only what is appropriate for your audience.
Monitoring
Monitoring is the process of collecting facts and figures relating to volunteering in your service.
This may include data such as the number of volunteers and the number of hours they contribute.. Monitoring
helps you check that activity is being undertaken as you expected.
However, it does not tell you what changes have been experienced as a result of the volunteering.
Evaluation
Impact and monitoring information describe what has happened. Evaluation involves interpreting that information
and putting a value on it. For example:



Is the impact good enough?
Is the programme worth the resources that are being put into it?

Why do you need this information?
The first step in impact measurement, monitoring or evaluation is to define why you need the information and
how it will be used. This will determine what information you collect, the methods you use and how much time
and resource you invest in data collection and evaluation.
At this stage it is important to consult people who may have a stake in the results of this assessment. This may
include your line manager, your finance manager, your team or a funder.
The information may be used to:

Account for funding.
Provide evidence to support a tender or
funding bid.
 Showcase achievements.
 Develop a structured programme or activity.
 Identify good practice.
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At this stage it is helpful to identify who is your primary
audience. Once you have determined why you want
this information and for who it is for, your answers will
guide:





Who is involved in the impact assessment.
The questions you ask about impact.
The type of data you collect.
How you communicate your findings.
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Section 2
Organisational checklists

YOUR ORGANISATION AND POLICIES
The following sections are designed to help you with best practice in working with and supporting volunteers. The sections can be looked at separately with the understanding that your volunteers’ policy and
procedures will affect many of your other policies.
For example the Health and Safety policy statement covering your volunteers needs to be written with
equal opportunities in mind, affording your volunteers the same degree of protection as your paid staff.
Checklist

Do
You
Have

Volunteer Policy
Health & Safety
Equal Opportunities
Data Protection
Protection Of Vulnerable Groups
Working with Children & Young Adults
Working with Protected Adults
Volunteer Agreements
Out of pocket Expenses
Volunteer Drivers
Volunteer agreements
Confidentiality
Recruitment & Selection
Task Description / Specification
Application Forms
References
DBS check
Training & Development
Task Record
Training Record
Support & Supervision
Resolving problems
Other
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Do You Need

Action

Volunteer Task Description check list
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For a new volunteering position, consider the following to help you devise a task description.

Volunteer title
Where will the volunteer be based
What is the purpose of the position
What will the volunteer be required to do
What are the different elements of the voluntary work
e.g. driving; dealing with money
What are the key tasks
Specific requirements e.g. driving licence
What is the purpose of the position
How many hours commitment will the voluntary work require
When will the volunteer need to be available and what are
the options
What is the relationship between volunteers and paid staff
Who will the volunteer work with
What client group will the volunteer be involved with
Will disclosure be required
Who will the volunteer be accountable to
Who will provide support and supervision for the volunteer
Who will support/supervise the volunteer
What training will be necessary and available
In what way will the volunteer be given recognition within
the organisation
What is expected of the volunteer by way of initiative,
independence and teamwork
Volunteer Specification
The Task Description will form the basis for preparing a volunteer specification. The specification
outlines the particular skills, knowledge and ability the tasks require. This will allow you to select a
volunteer on the basis of their ability to carry out the tasks.
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Policy and Procedures Documents check list

Documents that might be used
in implementing a policy on
volunteers:

Application form
Guidelines for volunteers
Health and Safety policy
Insurance policy
Equal Opportunities policy
Human Rights policy
Data Protection policy
Staff assessment survey on volunteer involvement
Staff request form for volunteer assistance
Recruitment message
Volunteer specification ask description
Volunteer information leaflet
Letter to referees
Questions for selection interview
Volunteer Agreement
(rights & responsibilities)
Review form
Volunteer expenses claim form
Volunteer evaluation form
Resolving problems procedures
Befriender Agreement
Induction training
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Do You have a
Statement
Yes
No

Do You Need a Statement
Yes

No

Not
Yet

Date
In place
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Induction -

Policy and Procedures Statements for Volunteers

A Volunteer Policy may
include statements on:

Volunteer Induction Pack
Insurance for volunteers
Equal Opportunities policy
Data Protection
Human Rights
Protection of Vulnerable Groups
Health & Safety policy
The role, rights and value of volunteers
The purpose of a policy on volunteers
Working with vulnerable groups
Working with volunteers with additional support needs
Confidentiality
Volunteer recruitment and selection
References for volunteers
Support & supervision of volunteers
Training and development of volunteers
Involvement of volunteers in consultation and decision-making
Resolving problems
Volunteer drivers
Monitoring and evaluation
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Do You have
Statement
Yes
No

Do You Need A Statement
Yes

No

Not Yet

Date in
place
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Training and Development check list
Activity

Person Responsible

Welcome & introductions
Introduction to the organisation,
its policy& procedures
Guidelines for volunteers
Tour of the building and introductions
Domestic matters
Volunteer Agreement
Named contact/support person
Voluntary work task outline
The structure of the organisation
Volunteer Policy
Volunteers’ Handbook
Team meetings
Support and Supervision
Induction review
Work plan
Training requirements
Background reading, if appropriate
Support
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Date to take
place

Tick when
done

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES CHECKLIST
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Barriers to volunteering
The information below identifies some of the barriers people may experience when wanting to volunteer
and some strategies that you and your organisation/group could use to overcome them.

Barrier
Lack of knowledge about how to
become a volunteer with your organisation

Suggestions to reduce them

Lack of experience of volunteering or limited
skills set

Arrange open days/visits for potential volunteers.
Arrange trial periods.
Use of workplace mentors/befrienders.
Split jobs down into ‘bite size’ chunks
Set up support systems
Arrange training courses
Think diversity

Previous negative experience of volunteering

Emphasise benefits of volunteering.

Out of pocket expenses incurred.

Reimburse out of pocket expenses.
Arrange for pick-up or car sharing.
Supply specialist equipment and uniforms.

Lack of childcare/dependent care

Provision of out of pocket care expenses.

Difficulty of access for people with disabilities

Improve physical access.

The language used may deter a range of volunteers

Avoid jargon.
Use clear English.

Publicity may not appeal to a range of volunteers

Use posters that are clear, not overcrowded.
If using pictures, avoid people, as they may be offputting.
Cartoons and objects may have more impact.
Check RNIB, Clear Print Guidelines1 for advice on colours, fonts style and size.

Timing and place of voluntary work

Check on volunteers’ transport needs, times of buses
etc. and arrange hours accordingly.

Concern about losing benefit payments

Have a supply of the leaflet ‘Volunteering and Welfare
Benefits’.
Be clear about the volunteering and benefits so that you
can explain them to the volunteer.

Concern about a previous ‘criminal’ record

Have a selection procedure that makes it clear to everyone how this may/may not be relevant.
Refer to your Equal Opportunities Policy.
Reassurance about confidentiality and data protection.

Discrimination on grounds of race or ethnic
origin, colour, political belief, social or economic class, gender, disability, sexual orientation, age, marital status or parental status,
family history or address

Implement Equal Opportunities policy
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Register your organisation with Havering Volunteer Centre and access Get Set to volunteering monthly slots.
Use IT for publicity and information.

Attend promotional activities.
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Section 3
Volunteer Agreements
Sample Volunteer Agreement
This Volunteer Agreement describes the arrangement between (Organisation) and
you. We wish to assure you of our appreciation of your volunteering with us and will
do the best we can to make your volunteer experience with us enjoyable and
rewarding.
Section 1: The Organisation
Your role as a volunteer is [state nature and components of the work] and starts on
[date]. This work is designed to [state how the work benefits the organisation].
[Name of organisation] commits to the following:
1. Induction and training


To provide thorough induction the work of [organisation], its staff, your
volunteering role and the induction and/or training you need to meet the
responsibilities of this role. The Volunteer Handbook provides full details of the
organisation.

2. Supervision, support and flexibility


To explain the standards we expect for our services and to encourage and
support you to achieve and maintain them.



To provide a named person who will meet with you regularly to discuss your
volunteering and any successes and problems.



To do our best to help you develop your volunteering role with us.

3. Expenses
To repay the following expenses following procedures which are in the Volunteer
Handbook:


Travel to and from home to [the place you volunteer] and any required as part
of your volunteering role. See the Volunteer Handbook for rules on methods of
travel and car mileage allowances.



Meal allowance to a maximum of £ [ ] per day with a receipt [To be eligible you
must volunteer around meal times or for at least [5] hours a day].

4. Health and safety


To provide adequate training and feedback in support of our health and safety
policy, a copy of which is in the Volunteer Handbook.
(Continued)
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5. Insurance


To provide adequate insurance cover for volunteers whilst undertaking voluntary
work approved and authorised by us.

6. Equal opportunities


To ensure that all volunteers are treated in accordance with our equal
opportunities policy, a copy of which is set out in the Volunteer Handbook.

7. Problems


To try to resolve fairly any problems, grievances and difficulties you may have
while you volunteer with us.



In the event of an unresolved problem, to offer an opportunity to discuss the
issues in accordance with the procedures set out in the Volunteer Handbook.

Part 2: The Volunteer
I agree:


To help [organisation] fulfil its [services].



To perform my volunteering role to the best of my ability.



To follow the organisation’s procedures and standards, including health and
safety and equal opportunities, in relation to its staff, volunteers and clients.



To maintain the confidential information of the organisation and of its clients.



To meet time commitments and standards agreed to and to give reasonable
notice so other arrangements can be made when this is not possible.



To provide referees as agreed who may be contacted, and to agree to a police
check being carried out where necessary.

This agreement is binding in honour only, is not intended to be a legally
binding contract between us and may be cancelled at any time at the discretion of either party. Neither of us intend any employment relationship to be
created from this agreement.
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Section 4
Sample Volunteer Registration Form
The Community volunteering in partnership in
Havering

HAVERING VOLUNTEER CENTRE REGISTRATION FORM
Please type or print your details:
Your Contact Details
Title:

Please circle or tick:
Mr

Mrs

Miss

Ms

Dr

Other (please specify)
First Name:
Last Name:
Address line 1:
Address Line 2:
City/Town:
Postcode:
Telephone Number:
Email:
Transport/driving information
Transport:
Driving License Type:
Insured for voluntary driving:
How did you hear about Havering Volunteer
Centre?
Type of Voluntary Work

Please indicate which area of interest and type of voluntary activity best fits the voluntary opportunity you are interested in:

Who would you consider volunteering with and for? (Type of Interest) Please tick up to 5 relevant boxes.
Animals

Faith Based

Museums & Libraries

Art and Culture

Families

Music

Children

Gay, lesbian, bi and transgender

Offenders and Ex-offenders

Disability

Health and Social Care

Older People

Disaster Relief

Heritage

Politics

Domestic Violence

Homeless and Housing

Race, Ethnicity and Refugees

Drugs and Addiction

Human and Civil Rights

Sport and Recreation

Education and Literacy

International Aid

Women

Emergency Services & Safety

Law and Legal Support

Youth

Environment & Conservation

Mental Health

Type of interest:
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(Continued)
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For what type of role would you consider volunteering? (Type of Activity) Please tick up to 5 relevant boxes.
Administration

Driving

Legal and the Law

Advice/Information/Support

Events and Stewarding

Manual work and DIY

Architecture, Building & Construction

Finance & Accountancy

Marketing, Media & Communications

Art, Entertainment and Music

First Aid

Retail and Charity Shops

Befriending, Buddying & Mentoring

Fundraising

Sport & Coaching

Business, Management and Research

Gardening & Conservation

Teaching, Training and Leading

Campaigning and Lobbying

General and Helping

Technology & the Internet

Catering

Group Volunteering

Trusteeship and Committees

Counselling

Languages

Youth Work

Type of activity:

Please tell us about any skills, interests and passions you have. Also previous voluntary work you have done.

When are you available to volunteer?
Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

Sat

Sun

Morning
Afternoon
Evening
Please indicate any dates and times you would prefer to avoid……………………………………….
Please indicate any dates and times you would prefer to volunteer…………………………………..
(ie Mondays only or term time only)
Is there anything else you would like to disclose to us? This information is kept confidential.

PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY
I give Havering Volunteer Centre my consent to record this information confidentially on a computerised &
manual system and to use it to identify suitable volunteering opportunities for me and for Havering Volunteer
Centre statistical purposes.
Havering Volunteer Centre will also use these details to provide updates on new volunteering opportunities &
other relevant information - if you would prefer not to be on the Volunteer Centre mailing list please tick this
box

.

Havering Volunteer Centre is not permitted to give my personal details to any external organisation or person
without my prior written consent and I am permitted access to this information upon request.
Signature……………………………………………………………………………………………
Date form completed………………………………………………………………………………
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